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The capture and utilization of light is an exquisitely evolved process. The single-component microbial opsins, although more limited than multicomponent cascades in processing, display unparalleled compactness and speed. Recent advances in understanding microbial opsins have been driven by molecular engineering for optogenetics and by comparative genomics. Here we provide a Primer on these light-activated ion channels and pumps, describe a group of opsins bridging prior categories, and explore the convergence of molecular engineering and genomic discovery for the utilization and understanding of these remarkable molecular machines.

Introduction

Diverse and elegant mechanisms have evolved to enable organisms to harvest light for a variety of survival functions, including energy generation and the identification of suitable environments. A major class of light-sensitive protein consists of 7-transmembrane (TM) rhodopsins that can be found across all kingdoms of life and serve a diverse range of functions (Figure 1). Many prokaryotes employ these proteins to control proton gradients and to maintain membrane potential and ionic homeostasis, and many motile microorganisms have evolved opsins-based photoreceptors to modulate flagellar beating or flagellar motor rotation and thereby direct phototaxis toward environments with optimal light intensities for photosynthesis.

Owing to their structural simplicity (both light-sensing and effector domains are encoded within a single gene) and fast kinetics, microbial opsins can be treated as precise and modular photosensitization components for introduction into non-light-sensitive cells to enable rapid optical control of specific cellular processes. In recent years, the development of cellular perturbation tools based on these and other light-sensitive proteins has resulted in a technology called optogenetics (Deisseroth, 2011; Deisseroth et al., 2006), which refers to the integration of genetic and optical control to achieve gain or loss of function of precisely defined events within specified cells of living tissue. Details of practical application for neuroscience have been recently summarized elsewhere (Yizhar et al., 2011a; Zhang et al., 2010).

The experimental potential of optogenetics has triggered a surge of genome prospecting and molecular engineering to expand the repertoire of tools and generate new classes of functionality, all of which have catalyzed further mechanistic studies of microbial proteins such as channelrhodopsins (ChRs). Here we provide a Primer on the structural and functional diversity of the microbial opsins, introduce an array of new sequences that inform mechanistic understanding of function, and explore resulting inferences into the principles of operation of this widespread and remarkably evolved class of proteins.

Fundamentals

Each opsin protein requires the incorporation of retinal, a vitamin A-related organic photon-absorbing cofactor, to enable light sensitivity; this opsin-retinal complex is referred to as rhodopsin. The retinal molecule is covalently fixed in the binding pocket within the 7-TM helices and forms a protonated retinal Schiff base (RSH+; Figure 2A) with a conserved lysine residue located on TM helix seven (TM7). The ionic environment of the RSH+, heavily influenced by the residues lining the binding pocket, dictates the spectral characteristics of each individual protein; upon absorption of a photon, the retinal chromophore isomerizes and triggers a series of structural changes leading to ion transport, channel opening, or interaction with signaling transducer proteins (discussed below).
Opsin genes are divided into two distinct superfamilies: microbial opsins (type I) and animal opsins (type II) (Spudich et al., 2000). Although both opsin families encode 7-TM structures (Luecke et al., 1999; Palczewski et al., 2000), sequence homology between the two families is practically nonexistent; homology within families, however, is high (25%–80% sequence similarity; Man et al., 2003). Type I opsin genes are found in prokaryotes, algae, and fungi and control diverse functions including phototaxis, energy storage, development, and retinal biosynthesis (Spudich, 2006). Type I opsins utilize the all-trans isomer of retinal, which isomerizes to the 13-cis configuration upon photon absorption (Figure 2A, top). The activated retinal molecule in type I rhodopsins remains associated with its opsin protein partner and thermally reverts to the all-trans state while maintaining a covalent bond to its protein partner (Haupts et al., 1997). This reversible reaction occurs rapidly and is critical for allowing microbial rhodopsins to modulate neuronal activity at high frequencies when used as optogenetic tools (Boyden et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2006, 2007a; Ishizuka et al., 2006); fortuitously, mammalian brains, and indeed the vertebrate tissues thus far examined, contain sufficient levels of retinal so that additional retinal does not need to be supplemented to achieve optical control (Zhang et al., 2006).

In contrast, type II opsin genes are present only in higher eukaryotes and are mainly responsible for vision (Sakmar, 2002). A small fraction of type II opsins also play roles in circadian rhythm and pigment regulation (Sakmar, 2002; Shichida and Yamashita, 2003). Type II opsins primarily function as G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) and appear to all use the 11-cis isomer of retinal (or derivatives) for photon absorption (Figure 2A, bottom). Upon illumination, 11-cis retinal isomerizes into the all-trans configuration and initiates protein-protein interactions (not ion flux) that trigger the visual phototransduction second messenger cascade. Unlike the situation in type I rhodopsins, here the retinal dissociates from its opsin partner after isomerization into the all-trans configuration, and a new 11-cis retinal must be recruited. Due to these chromophore turnover reactions and the requirement for interaction with downstream biochemical signal transduction partners, type II opsins effect cellular changes with slower kinetics compared to type I opsins.

The power of using microbial opsins to modulate neuronal electrical activity has also stimulated strong interest in using light to control biochemical events in cells. Although not the focus here, it is worth noting that structure-function work in type II vertebrate opsins from many laboratories (such as Kim et al., 2005) inspired the design of synthetic opsins for controlling specific biochemical events in freely moving mammals. By replacing the intracellular loops of bovine rhodopsin with the intracellular loops from GPCRs, an expanding family of synthetic rhodopsins called optoXRs has enabled optical control of Gs, Gq, or Gi signaling in neuronal settings (Airan et al., 2009; Oh et al., 2010). It is also noteworthy that several groups have expanded control of intracellular signaling by engineering non-opsin-based light-regulated proteins to modulate general second messengers such as cAMP and cGMP (Schröder-Lang et al., 2007). For example, the photoactivated adenylyl cyclases (PACs) can be so employed and use the ubiquitous FAD as a cofactor for photoactivation, although early efforts using PACs from Euglena gracilis were hampered by a combination of high levels of basal activity in the dark, poor protein solubility, and large (~3 kbp) transgene size (Schröder-Lang et al., 2007). More recently, a smaller PAC derivative with lower dark activity from the soil bacterium Beggiatoa has been shown in neurons and Drosophila to alter membrane currents and influence behavior (Stierl et al., 2011). Yet the microbial opsins remain remarkable for both (1) unitary encoding of light sensation and final effector capability by a single compact gene and (2) virtually zero dark activity, along with millisecond-scale response to well-tolerated wavelengths and intensities of light. These core properties have provided a foundation for, and motivated, further investigation and engineering.
Light-Activated Ion Pumps: Bacteriorhodopsin, Proteorhodopsin, and Halorhodopsin

Bacteriorhodopsin (BR) was first described as a single-component TM protein capable of translocating protons from the intracellular to the extracellular space (Oesterhelt and Stoeckenius, 1971). Haloarchaea express BR at high levels under low-oxygen conditions to maintain a proton gradient across the cellular membrane to drive ATP synthesis and maintain cellular energetics in the absence of respiration (Michel and Oesterhelt, 1976; Racker and Stoeckenius, 1974). During the proton translocation process, BR undergoes a cascade of photointermediate states, and each state can be identified by a distinct spectral signature (Lanyi, 2004).

Photon absorption by BR first initiates the isomerization of the bound retinal from the all-trans to the 13-cis configuration (Figures 2A and 2B), thereby triggering a series of proton-transfer reactions that constitute the proton translocation mechanism (Figure 2C). This proton transport process, like chloride transport in halorhodopsins, is elegantly evolved to be (necessarily) spatially discontinuous to prevent passive back-diffusion of the ion down the gradient. Internal proton translocation begins when retinal isomerization triggers a conformational change in the protein and shifts the dipole of the RSBH⁺. This dipole shift raises the pKₐ of the RSB, thereby resulting in the release of the proton to its nearby acceptor D₈₅ (Figure 2D), and proton movement triggers additional changes in the protein. In the BR pump, the proton is released to the extracellular milieu via a proton release site defined by two surface glutamates. The RSB then indirectly absorbs a second proton from the cytoplasm, such that the photocycle can repeat with absorption of
another photon. In sensory rhodopsins (SRs) the internal proton transfer and subsequent structural changes trigger conformational changes in the transducer molecule (Htr) interacting with the rhodopsin. Certain aspects of the internal proton translocation process are conserved across many type I opsins; for example, locations of the carboxylate Schiff base proton acceptor and donor on the third TM helix are conserved across type I proton pumps.

BR-type proton-pumping opsins have been found across other kingdoms of life; for example, proteorhodopsins (PRs) have been found in marine proteobacteria with photocycles similar to that of BR (Varó et al., 2003). Because marine PRs share a high degree of sequence similarity across species and have action spectra that are tuned according to the ocean depth and latitude of their origin, several groups have explored genomic approaches to understand opsin spectral tuning (Man et al., 2003). Interestingly, absorption variance between blue and green wavelengths can depend on a single amino acid residue (Béja et al., 2001; Man et al., 2003), but attempts to transfer mutations conferring spectral tuning from PR to other microbial opsins have met with limited success (Yoshitsugu et al., 2009). More extensive high-resolution crystal structures and molecular dynamics/molecular modeling of PRs, fungal opsins, and BRs may provide an opportunity to deepen understanding and extend functionality.

A BR-type proton pump called Archaerhodopsin-3 (initially identified by Ihara et al., 1999) has been shown to allow detection of voltage transients in neurons through generation of a voltage-dependent optical signal (Kralj et al., 2011); although it remains to be seen whether this functionality will be of utility in vivo, this class of experiment represents a potentially interesting value for the microbial opsins in neuroscience. The same protein (Archaerhodopsin-3) is also capable of generating hyperpolarizing currents that can be used to inhibit neural activity (Chow et al., 2010), as with other BR-type proton pumps (and indeed BR itself, optimized for mammalian expression; Gradinaru et al., 2010); however, the efflux of protons elicited by all of these proton pumps under typical steady-illumination experimental conditions will result in decreased extracellular pH. A distinct class of outward current-generating archaeal opsins known as halorhodopsins (HRs) (Matsuno-Yagi and Mukohata, 1977) instead use chloride as the charge carrier. HRs control gradients across the cell membrane by transporting chloride ions from the extracellular medium into the cell (Bamberg et al., 1984; Schobert and Lanyi, 1982). The primary photocycle, although qualitatively similar to that of BR, does not show RSBH+ deprotonation (Essen, 2002; Oesterhelt et al., 1985) due to a single amino acid substitution of the Asp acceptor with Thr. Therefore after the light-induced retinal isomerization and RSBH+ dipole switch, the proton cannot be released due to the absence of an appropriate acceptor. Instead, a Cl– ion already present in the HR protein is transported from the external side of the RSBH+ chromophore to the internal side (Figure 2D) and is subsequently released into the intracellular space (Kolbe et al., 2000).

An experimental screen (Zhang et al., 2007b) revealed that the best known HR (from Halobacterium salinarum) failed to maintain stable photocurrents when expressed heterologously, whereas the HR from the less halophilic Egyptian Natronomonas pharaonis (NpHR) (initially identified by Lanyi et al., 1990; Scharf and Engelhard, 1994) was capable of blocking animal (C. elegans) behavior by hyperpolarizing neurons with electrogenic inward Cl– currents. Pump desensitization is modest, allowing stable, step-like currents over many tens of minutes in response to steady yellow light, but due to the stoichiometry of only one transported ion per photocycle (true for all light-driven pumps), robust expression and fast photocycles are required. Increased heterologous membrane expression can be achieved with addition of trafficking signals from mammalian membrane proteins (Gradinaru et al., 2008), and ultimately this version allowed the first optogenetic inhibition of behavior in mammals (Witten et al., 2010; reviewed in Yizhar et al., 2011a). Moreover, by significantly increasing the number of HR molecules on the neuronal membrane, NpHR (in this case, eNpHR3.0)-expressing neurons can even be inhibited by 680 nm far-red light, which is far from the action spectrum peak (Gradinaru et al., 2010).

Additional retinal-binding proteins have been identified from Halobacterium salinarum as behaviorally relevant photosensors (Hildebrand and Dencher, 1975; Takahashi et al., 1985), such as sensory rhodopsins SRI (Bogomolni and Spudich, 1982; Hildebrand and Dencher, 1975; Takahashi et al., 1985) and SRII, initially termed phorborhodopsin (Tomiioka et al., 1986) or P480 (Marwan and Oesterhelt, 1987). The photocycle of SRs is similar to that of BR with analogous internal proton movements (Spudich, 1998; Spudich and Bogomolni, 1984), except that light-initiated conformational changes of the opsins are used to activate a closely associated transducer molecule Htr (Figure 1D) (Bültt et al., 1998; Chen and Spudich, 2002). When activated, Htr initiates a phosphorylation cascade that controls the directionality of the flagellar motor and directs phototaxis toward green and yellow light (SRI, peak absorption 587 nm) and away from blue light (SRII, peak absorption 487 nm) (Spudich, 2006; Spudich and Bogomolni, 1984). Given that prokaryotic kinase cascades are fundamentally different from eukaryotic second messengers (Scharf, 2010), opportunities to translate SR function to heterologous systems may be more complicated than with the ion pumps; such an effort could require reconstitution of the entire signal transduction cascade.

Light-Gated Ion Channels

ChRs are 7-TM proteins capable of conducting passive nonselective cation flow across the cellular membrane upon illumination and, in algae, also mediate intracellular signaling via a long C-terminal extension (Figure 1); for optogenetic applications, only the 7-TM ChR fragments are used, but in the native environment, the intracellular signaling activates a limited number of secondary ion channels that are seen as photocurrents at low light. In contrast, at high light intensities, the intrinsic conductions seen as short-delay currents are dominant and contribute up to 80% of the total current (Berthold et al., 2008; Ehlenbeck et al., 2002; Sineshchekov and Govorunova, 1999; Sineshchekov et al., 2002). A structural alignment of the 7-TM fragment (based solely on homology models) is shown in Figure 3A (BR and ChR2); note the polar residues that may contribute to the conducting pore. The recently discovered ChR1 of Mesostigma viride lacks two of the five anionic residues of this group, which might explain the small currents of this ChR in human embryonic kidney cells (Govorunova et al., 2011).
The first known and described ChR, channelrhodopsin-1 (ChR1), was identified as a light-gated ion channel in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, a green unicellular alga from temperate freshwater environments (Nagel et al., 2002). Although originally considered proton selective (Nagel et al., 2002), later studies have found that ChR1 has broad cation conductance, including for Na⁺, K⁺, and even Ca²⁺ ions (Lin et al., 2009; Tsunoda and Hegemann, 2009). A second ChR, channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2), was later characterized from the same organism (Figure 3B). Similar to ChR1, ChR2 also conducts cations (Nagel et al., 2003; Tsunoda and Hegemann, 2009), and both ChRs exhibit fast on and off kinetics. When introduced into neurons, ChRs can insert into the plasma membrane and mediate membrane potential changes in response to blue light (Boyden et al., 2005; Ishizuka et al., 2006; Li et al., 2005). Although ChR2 expresses at higher levels than ChR1 in mammalian systems, a chimera of ChR1 with a ChR from another algal species, Volvox carteri (VChR1, described below), contains no ChR2 sequence elements yet generates significantly greater photocurrents than ChR2 (Yizhar et al., 2011b).

Both ChR1 and ChR2 bear sequence similarity to BR and other type I opsins, with strong homology in residues corresponding to the retinal-binding pocket and proton-conducting network (Hegemann et al., 2001; Nagel et al., 2002, 2003; Sineshchekov et al., 2002; Suzuki et al., 2003), suggesting that ChRs may share partially related ion conduction mechanisms with other microbial opsins. Indeed, the photocycle of ChR2 (Figure 3B) (Yizhar et al., 2011b) is similar to that of BR except with different spectral characteristics, likely due to variations in the ionic environment near the retinal Schiff base, larger conformational changes within...
the protein (Radu et al., 2009; Ritter et al., 2008), and possibly higher water content within the proton network. In ChR2, a dark-adapted state absorbing at 470 nm (D470) converts rapidly upon illumination to the conducting state P520, via the short-lived photointermediates P500 and P390. Illumination of the open channel at this step with green light terminates the photocycle (Bamann et al., 2008; Berndt et al., 2009) by photochemically shifting the channel back into a closed state, which may be the dark-adapted state D470 or the light-adapted state P480 (Steinhart and Hegemann, 2010), effectively resetting the photocycle. This photocycle-shortcut pathway may be relevant only at very high light intensities with wild-type ChR2 but acquires a special utility with certain molecularly engineered mutants known as step-function opsin genes (SFOs) with mutation in C128 (Berndt et al., 2009), which can essentially eliminate the inactivation and deactivation photocycle processes (Figures 3B–3D) and create bistable photocurrents.

Indeed, as with the light-activated ion pumps, molecular engineering and genomic strategies have begun to bear fruit for enhancing function of the light-activated ion channels and for understanding the mechanistic differences between rhodopsins that function as active pumps and passive channels. Molecular engineering has largely depended on molecular models derived from the available 3D structures of other microbial rhodopsins such as BR, HR, and SRII. The TM3 of ChRs contains residues important (Figure 3D) for controlling channel gating and the lifetime of the conducting state P520 (residues E123 and C128) and ion selectivity and competition (residues L132 and H134). The roles these residues play in ChR function are discussed in detail next.

Mechanistic Considerations
The most fundamental biophysical properties that influence the performance of opsins at the single-molecule level are efficiency of light absorption, which is dependent on both extinction coefficient (ε, typically between 50,000 and 70,000 M⁻¹ cm⁻¹) and quantum efficiency (φ, typically between 0.3 and 0.7), and the turnover time of the photocycle. The latter is a critical parameter both for native function and for neuroscience application. For most light-driven pumps (HR and BR), the photocycle turnover time is ~10–20 ms, thereby capping the temporal precision at tens of milliseconds. Other opsins pumps such as blue PRs have much slower turnover time (~80–100 ms) (Wang et al., 2003) and therefore have limited applications for neuroscience. It is important to note that for most transporters, these values are determined at neutral membrane potential (0 mV), but the photocycle turnover time can be dramatically slower at hyperpolarized membrane potentials, extending from ~10–20 ms to ~100–400 ms (Geibel et al., 2001). Thus reductions in membrane potential slow down the pump, and more light is needed to achieve the same amount of hyperpolarization at more negative membrane potentials. In general, pump direction remains to achieve the same amount of hyperpolarization at more negative voltages plus strong pH gradients (Lörinczi et al., 2009).

Unlike opsin-derived pumps, the kinetic parameters related to ChRs are determined by the efficiency of light absorption and the lifetime of the resulting conducting state, given that ion transport (down the gradients) is coupled to occupancy of the conducting state. The TM3 of ChRs contains key residues governing channel gating and the lifetime of the conducting state. The H134R point mutation in ChR2 (Figure 3D), homologous to the proton donor Asp96 in BR, increases the sodium conductance of ChR2 by ~2-fold; however temporal precision is significantly reduced due to slower deactivation kinetics (Gradinaru et al., 2007; Nagel et al., 2005). Another variant, ChR2-L132C (CatCH), has been shown to exhibit 1.6-fold more Ca²⁺ influx as well as reduced inactivation, which result together in 3-fold higher Ca²⁺ influx compared with wild-type ChR2 (Kleinlogel et al., 2011). And as noted above, modification of the C128 residue (C128S, C128A, C128T) in ChR2, alone or in combination with D156 (Berndt et al., 2009; Bamann et al., 2010; Yizhar et al., 2011b) (Figure 3D), extends the lifetime of the open state by several hundred- or even several thousand-fold and enables long-acting (step function-like) inward current in response to single pulses of light. This property leads to useful bistable behavior in the form of sustained subthreshold activation of neurons lasting up to many minutes (Berndt et al., 2009). Moreover, these variants in principle can achieve maximal current magnitudes similar to those in wild-type ChR2 but using much lower levels of light (Berndt et al., 2009; Schoenenberger et al., 2009; Yizhar et al., 2011b).

In addition to conducting-state lifetime, the unitary conductance of individual ChR molecules also affects performance. The single-channel conductance of ChR2 is estimated to be in the femtosiemens range; for order-of-magnitude estimation, in Chlamydomonas the integrated current in response to a half-saturating flash is carried by 1 × 10⁶ ions (Harz et al., 1992), and with 10,000–120,000 ChRs per eyespot (Harz et al., 1992; Berthold et al., 2008; Govorunova et al., 2004) this would correspond to 10–100 ions per ChR and a single-channel conductance between 30 and 300 fS (Harz et al., 1992), a range that has been confirmed for ChR2 by noise analysis (Feldbauer et al., 2009; Lin et al., 2009). In this order-of-magnitude estimation we do not consider minority components from secondarily induced ionic currents that could be recruited, either in the native alga or in neurons under heterologous expression. We also note that it is not yet clear whether any ChR variants, identified by genomics or created by molecular engineering, have altered unitary conductance magnitude.

In addition to these single-molecule or intrinsic factors, population or extrinsic factors will also affect the functionality of microbial opsins, either in the native environment or when expressed in heterologous systems. Indeed, in order to achieve the highest levels of rhodopsin performance for experimental use, transcription, translation, folding, trafficking, and membrane targeting need to be optimized through a combination of codon optimization and addition of trafficking and targeting signals from the heterologous cellular host. TM helix shuffling may also prove influential; chimeras of ChR containing a combination of TMs from ChR1 and ChR2 (C1C2) (Lin et al., 2009; Tsunoda and Hegemann, 2009; Wang et al., 2009) or ChR1 and VChR1 (C1V1) (Yizhar et al., 2011a, 2011b) show reduced inactivation (as with ChR1) and also improved expression in mammalian cells. In some cases, mutagenesis to achieve improved heterologous expression performance has also illuminated basic
mechanisms of ChR function. For example, wild-type ChR2 exhibits a deactivation time constant after light-off of ~10 ms and therefore can be used to drive neuronal firing at frequencies up to 40 to 50 Hz; however, achieving higher frequencies of neuronal firing requires faster formation and decay of the conducting state (P520 photocycle intermediate). Removal of the putative proton acceptor in the E123 position (“ChETA” mutation E123T or E123A; Figure 3D), at the residue that is homologous to D85 in BR, leads to more rapid channel closing and enables ultrafast optical control of spiking (at least up to 200 Hz; Gunaydin et al., 2010). The ChETA photocurrent is slightly smaller than wild-type ChR2 due to shorter open time, but this effect can be compensated for with more intense or longer flashes (for instance 2 ms instead of 1 ms) (Gunaydin et al., 2010). The E123A mutant therefore demonstrates that this residue, normally considered to be the proton acceptor, is not needed for any proton or other ion flux that would be an essential aspect of ChR function.

**Outlook: Genome Mining and Molecular Engineering**

It has been extraordinarily difficult to fundamentally alter ion selectivity or to generate useful action spectrum peak shifts of more than 10–20 nm (for ChRs that remain highly functional) by molecular engineering alone. Such efforts have generally failed, despite motivation to experimentally shift the action spectra of ChRs in order to achieve combinatorial (multichannel) optical control, and despite clear understanding that the distribution of partial negative charges on either end of the all-trans retinal chromophore polypeyn will contribute to setting the wavelength of photons effectively absorbed.

However, using genomic analysis, in 2008 two new ChRs were reported from the colonial alga Volvox carteri, and one (VChR1) was found to absorb at markedly red-shifted wavelengths (λmax = 540 nm; spiking could be driven even at 589 nm in hippocampal neurons) (Zhang et al., 2008). The expression level of VChR1 was found to be significantly lower than ChR2 in most host cells, although a slower decay of the open state partially compensated for the lower levels of protein expression (Zhang et al., 2008). The next few years witnessed steady improvement in VChR1, including TM domain shuffling, membrane-trafficking enhancement, and point mutations guided by structural models, culminating in the C1V1 family of ChRs (Yizhar et al., 2011b). C1V1 tools contain no ChR2 sequence but express more potent photocurrents than the original ChR2 and allow control of spiking with red light (e.g., 630 nm) and combinatorial excitation even in behaving mammals (Yizhar et al., 2011b).

The difficulty facing molecular engineering efforts highlights the value of crystal-structural information to allow more principled and accurate tuning (and understanding) of opsin properties and also underscores the value of genomic methods. Just as
genome prospecting played an instrumental role in the identification of the new ChRs from *Volvox carteri*, genomic approaches could in principle be used to identify entirely new classes of opsins. Moreover, comparative analysis of opsins from the full range of ecological diversity could shed light on the fundamental mechanisms of ion selectivity, spectral tuning, and photocycle dynamics. To that end, we here report the identification of a panel of new ChRs from the genomes of the algae species *Pleodorina starrii*, *Pyramimonas gelidicola*, and *Dunaliella salina*; report that the *D. salina* ChR falls into a unique functional class (pure proton channel); and explore the theoretical and practical implications (Figures 4 and 5; Table 1).

Typically found in hyper-saline environments such as evaporation salt fields, the unicellular (oval with two flagella) green alga *Dunaliella salina* is salt tolerant. Despite belonging to the same order as the green algae *Chlamydomonas reinhardtii* and *Volvox carteri*, *Dunaliella* can appear reddish due to the accumulation of high levels of carotenoid molecules (Figure 4A). We hypothesized that a *Dunaliella* ChR might have unusual properties and engaged in efforts to clone ChRs from this flagellated algal species. Although we were only able to identify one opsin gene (DChR1) with homology to ChRs and VChRs from *Dunaliella* expressed sequence tags (ESTs), future work based on full genomic information may reveal additional DChRs.

Despite high homology with other known ChRs, the DChR1 sequence contained several notable features (Figure 4B). First, one of the residues that is thought to contribute to the complex counterion of the RSB, E123 in ChR2 as discussed above, is replaced by Ala in the DChR1 TM3 (Figures 4B and 4C); from structural modeling (Figure 4C), we expect that the counterion function is assumed by E309 in DChR1, a position that plays only a minor role in BR (D212) or *Anabaena* sensory rhodopsin (ASR) (Vogeley et al., 2004). Even more remarkably, DChR1 photocurrents are exclusively carried by protons, unlike any other known ChR, and were completely unaffected by changes in the extracellular cation composition (Figure 4D). Consequently, the photocurrent was highly sensitive to changes in the pH environment and completely vanished at high pH (Figure 4E).

Full understanding of structure-function relationships will require high-resolution crystal structures in multiple photocycle states. However, directed mutagenesis studies here demonstrate that DChR1 has a different counterion arrangement and ion selectivity compared to other known ChRs. The strict H+ selectivity of DChR1 was not mediated by the unusual RSBH counterion, as substitution of A178 with the more typical putative counterion Glu as found in ChR2 only red-shifted the activation spectrum (Figure 4F, from 475 to 510 nm) with minimal effect on current amplitude or kinetics. Similarly, replacing E309 with Asp caused a slight spectral shift and a slight current increase, whereas replacing the charged E309 by Ala rendered the protein almost totally inactive (Figure 4F).

Given typical electrochemical proton gradients, the DChR1 H+ current is opposite in direction to the H+ current generated by BR pump activity; therefore, DChR1 and BR could enable interventions such as bidirectional control of cellular pH, for example in manipulating the pH of intracellular compartments (mitochondria and synaptic vesicles). DChR1 therefore defines a new class of microbial opsin—a light-activated proton channel—unlike any other microbial opsin including ChR1 and ChR2. These findings illustrate the diversity of function likely to be present within the vast array of microbial opsin genomes.

To represent this diversity, in Figure 5 and Table 1 we have collected known microbial opsin sequences along with key properties and phylogenetic relationships and constructed a phylogenetic tree to display the primary sequence relationships among these distinct opsin genes. Although the development and application of microbial opsins as optogenetic tools has already
profoundly improved our ability to perturb and understand biological systems, much remains to be learned regarding mechanisms by which these proteins respond to different light stimuli and select distinct ions for transport.

Indeed, as shown here, the microbial genomes continue to surprise and enrich us with fundamentally new optogenetic tools and capabilities. Continued investigation of this ecological diversity (Figure 5) and the functional phylogenetics of microbial opsins will enable the discovery and engineering of new variants with further wavelength-shifted absorption spectra and ion selectivity. Further rapid expansion of the optogenetic toolkit will in turn spur increased understanding of structure-function relationships and mechanisms of these ancient and powerful molecular machines.

**SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION**

Supplemental Information contains sequences and can be found with this article online at doi:10.1016/j.cell.2011.12.004.

---

**Table 1. Phylogenetics of Microbial Opsins**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Name or Type</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Accession Number</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ChR1</td>
<td>channelrhodopsin-1</td>
<td><em>Chlamydomonas reinhardtii</em></td>
<td>AF385748</td>
<td>(Nagel et al., 2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChR2</td>
<td>channelrhodopsin-2</td>
<td><em>Chlamydomonas reinhardtii</em></td>
<td>EF474017; AAM15777</td>
<td>(Nagel et al., 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VChR1</td>
<td>channelrhodopsin-1</td>
<td><em>Volvox carteri</em></td>
<td>EU622855</td>
<td>(Zhang et al., 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VChR2</td>
<td>channelrhodopsin-2</td>
<td><em>Volvox carteri</em></td>
<td>ABZ90903</td>
<td>(Kianianmomeni et al., 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MChR1</td>
<td>channelrhodopsin-1</td>
<td><em>Mesostigma viride</em></td>
<td>JF922293</td>
<td>(Govorunova et al., 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DChR1</td>
<td>channelrhodopsin-1</td>
<td><em>Dunaliella salina</em></td>
<td>JQ241364</td>
<td>present report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PsChR1</td>
<td>channelrhodopsin-1</td>
<td><em>Pleodorina starnii</em></td>
<td>JQ249903</td>
<td>present report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PsChR2</td>
<td>channelrhodopsin-2</td>
<td><em>Pleodorina starnii</em></td>
<td>JQ249904</td>
<td>present report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PgChR1</td>
<td>channelrhodopsin-1</td>
<td><em>Pyramimonas gelidicola</em></td>
<td>JQ241366</td>
<td>present report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChR1</td>
<td>rhodopsin</td>
<td><em>Acetabularia acetabulum</em></td>
<td>AAY82897</td>
<td>(Tsunoda et al., 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CvRh</td>
<td>rhodopsin</td>
<td><em>Chlorella vulgaris</em></td>
<td>JQ255360</td>
<td>present report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GtRh</td>
<td>rhodopsin</td>
<td><em>Guillardia theta</em></td>
<td>ABA08437</td>
<td>(Sineshchekov et al., 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GsRh</td>
<td>rhodopsin</td>
<td><em>Guillardia theta</em></td>
<td>JQ241365</td>
<td>(Gradinaru et al., 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pop</td>
<td>bacteriorhodopsin-like</td>
<td><em>Podospora Anserine S mat+</em></td>
<td>XP_001904282</td>
<td>(Espagne et al., 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mac</td>
<td><em>L. Maculans</em> rhodopsin</td>
<td><em>Leptosphaeria maculans</em></td>
<td>AAG01180</td>
<td>(Idnurm and Howlett, 2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ar3/Arch</td>
<td>archaerhodopsin-3</td>
<td><em>Halorubrum sodomense</em></td>
<td>BAA09452</td>
<td>(Ihara et al., 1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cr-1</td>
<td>cruxrhodopsin-1</td>
<td><em>Halocarcula argentinas</em></td>
<td>BAA06678</td>
<td>(Tateno et al., 1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR</td>
<td>bacteriorhodopsin</td>
<td><em>Halobacterium salinarum</em></td>
<td>CAA23744</td>
<td>(Dunn et al., 1981)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NpHR</td>
<td>halorhodopsin</td>
<td><em>Natronomonas pharaonis</em></td>
<td>EF474018</td>
<td>(Lanyi et al., 1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chHR-5</td>
<td>halorhodopsin</td>
<td><em>Halocarcula marismortui</em></td>
<td>ATCC 43049</td>
<td>(Baliga et al., 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASR</td>
<td>Anabaena sensory rhodopsin</td>
<td><em>Anabaena sp.</em></td>
<td>1XIO_A</td>
<td>(Vogeley et al., 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CrCop5</td>
<td>chlamyopsin-5</td>
<td><em>Chlamydomonas reinhardtii</em></td>
<td>AAQ16277</td>
<td>(Kateriya et al., 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CrCop6</td>
<td>chlamyopsin-6</td>
<td><em>Chlamydomonas reinhardtii</em></td>
<td>XP_001698789</td>
<td>(Kateriya et al., 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VcCop5</td>
<td>volvoxopsin-5</td>
<td><em>Volvox carteri</em></td>
<td>XP_002954798</td>
<td>(Prochnik et al., 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VcCop6</td>
<td>volvoxopsin-6</td>
<td><em>Volvox carteri</em></td>
<td>XP_002957065</td>
<td>(Prochnik et al., 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PsCop5</td>
<td>pleopisin-5</td>
<td><em>Pleodorina starnii</em></td>
<td>JQ249905</td>
<td>present report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PsCop6</td>
<td>pleopisin-6</td>
<td><em>Pleodorina starnii</em></td>
<td>JQ249906</td>
<td>present report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gt2Rh</td>
<td>rhodopsin-2</td>
<td><em>Guillardia theta</em></td>
<td>ABA08438</td>
<td>(Sineshchekov et al., 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CsRh</td>
<td>rhodopsin</td>
<td><em>Cryptomonas sp. S2</em></td>
<td>ABA08439</td>
<td>(Sineshchekov et al., 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpsCp</td>
<td>rhodopsin</td>
<td><em>Cyanophora paradoxa</em></td>
<td>ACV05065</td>
<td>(Frassanito et al., 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nop-1</td>
<td>rhodopsin-1</td>
<td><em>Neurospora crassa OR74A</em></td>
<td>XP_959421</td>
<td>(Bieszke et al., 1999)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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